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EDI Support Services for Epicor CMS
Datanational is an EDI Business Partner specializing in the implementation 
and integration of EDI software with CMS and other ERP systems. Our 
many years of hands-on experience with EDI includes the complete 
implementation of various EDI software, from installation, to data mapping, 
to trading partner testing, to EDI process documentation and live support.

Our EDI experts will help you meet with your customers’ deadlines and 
keep your orders flowing. We have a number of highly-qualified EDI 
professionals on staff, with in-depth knowledge of the OpenText (Inovis) 
TrustedLink software (iSeries and Windows editions, all current GUI 
versions as well as the older unsupported versions, such as 2.11). We also 
have expert knowledge with Gentran and have worked with Future Three 
and Extol.

Many of our customers ask us to engage in specific EDI projects, where we complete the projects on time and 
on budget, and then go away until the next requirement comes up.

Our services include:
• Addition of new trading partners
• Addition of new EDI transactions with your existing trading partners
• Transaction set mapping
• Data integration and scheduled job creation
• Trading partner testing and live support

The Datanational Advantage
Since our incorporation in 1979, our experience with IT infrastructure and system support enables us to 
provide you with reliable and cost-effective solutions to deliver systems, facilities and bandwidth on demand, 
along with 24/7 expert system management.

Datanational Corporation has earned a reputation for excellence in servicing mission-critical business 
application systems. We have a strong long-term client base, willing to provide reference to our capabilities. 
With our broad knowledge of Epicor CMS and eBusiness software, we can also provide business application 
support.

Datanational supports critical customer applications including ERP, E-Business, EDI, and MES solutions. 
Datanational provides the means to deliver increased uptime and system reliability while reducing the total cost 
of management and monitoring of these vital systems.


